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To experience EdgePROTM ask your Dentist about a 
referral to an EdgePROTM Endodontist Today! 
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The

Advantage

EdgePROTM offers the most advanced laser-assisted 
endodontic technology available for root canal 
treatment to assist your Endodontist and Dentist 
in saving your tooth and restoring your oral health 
by removing the inflamed and infected tissue, 
debris and bacteria that is creating the source of 
your pain.1



When You Need A Root Canal

Patients typically need a root canal when there is
inflammation or infection in the roots of a tooth. 
An Endodontist who specializes in saving teeth 
through root canal treatment carefully removes 

the pulp inside the tooth, cleans, disinfects 
and shapes the root canals, and places a 

filling to seal the space.

Cleaning. Enhanced.
• EdgePRO™ Radiance Cleaning Technology 

allows your endodontist to personalize your 
treatment based on the micro-anatomy of 
your tooth for a patient-specific protocol.

• Outstanding cleaning & disinfection is 
improved with the proprietary EdgePRO™ 
Radiance “RAD” Cleaning Tips.

• EdgePRO™ RAD Cleaning Tips emit energy 
waves that reach deep into complex tooth 
anatomy to help your Endodontist save your 
tooth.

Procedure. Enhanced.
• One-visit option available for many patients 

with exceptional clinical results.

Experience. Enhanced
• Most patients report a positive in-procedure 

experience & post-procedure comfort.

EdgePROTM is a proprietary laser-assisted-
endodontic technology that generates light-
absorbed energy waves that can help your 

Endodontist remove up to:

of the bacteria commonly found in the root canal1,2

Bacteria and biological debris
often reside deep within
complex anatomy making it
difficult to remove without
EdgePRO™.

EdgePRO™ assists your endodontist in 
removing bacteria and biological debris
from complex anatomy while preserving 
tooth structure.

I grew up with the fear of getting a root canal. 
I was pleasantly surprised by how fast and 
comfortable the procedure went.
-Tina M.“
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